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1.1 Statement of Work
The work involved in the current task is a continuation of work under a
previous contract with MSFC. In the first contract a tether simulation was
obtained from Analytical and Computational Mathematics (ACM)of Houston, Texas.
It was implemented on the MSFCSigma V computer. At that time several errors
were found. These were corrected and documentedin the final report for that
contract.
The current effort has been extended to include more tasks, but it is
the purpose here to discuss only the original statement of work for the con-
tinuation of tether analysis.
Task A. For a range of tether lengths, end masses, and orbits define/analyze
tether deployment concepts from the Orbiter (tether motion, payout rate, length,
tension, end mass position and disturbances) for steady state/dynamic and up/
dowRdeployments and from circular/eliptical orbits.
Task B. For a range of tether lengths, end masses, and orbits define/analyze
end mass releasing concepts (imparted delta velocity and final orbits) for
steady state and dynamic releases taking into account tether and end massmotion
before and after release.
Task C. For a range of tether lengths, end masses, and orbits define/analyze
tether retrieving or disposing concepts (tether motion, reel-in rate, length,
and Orbiter position) for both reusable and disposable tethers.
Task D. Perform special tether analysis tasks.
Task E. Install/update existing tether programs on the MSFCVAX 11/780 com-
puter.
Task F. Submit monthly letter reports and a final report and give a midterm and
final review.
1.2 Overview of Work
The ACMtether simulation was brought up to speed on the HP9000.1ocated
at Control Dynamics. During the verification process, errors were discovered in
the code and corrected. This version was then implemented on the PDVAX11/780
at MSFCas Version 1.0. A few more code errors were discovered and also cor-
rected. A 4th order Runge-Kutta integration schemeand an initial attempt at
constant tension deployment were added to the simulation and delivered as
Version 2.0 at MSFC. MSFCimplemented formatting changes for the output files
and this becameVersion 2.1. A more refined tension controlled deployment
schemewas developed, as were terms for material damping in the tether. These
changes comprise Version 3.0 currently existing at MSFC.
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A parallel effort to the work above was to update the simulation plot-
ting capabilities on the MSFC Tektronics graphics terminals. A menu type program
was developed from which the user can specify types of plots desired, plot
limits, graph titles, and scale factors. Walking plot graphs were also devel-
oped which depict the tether motion as it deploys.
Control Dynamics gave the midterm presentation on February 7, 1986.
This presentation included the work performed on the simulation through Version
2.1 and the status of the graphics.
A complete listing of the code would violate the license agreement
between ACM and Control Dynamics, so only those lines originating with or modi-
fied by Control Dynamics can be published. Contact Control Dynamics or the
Marshall Space Flight Center, Attention C. Rupp PS04, MSFC, AL 35812, regarding
the license agreement.
2.0 Simulation Changes
2.1 Corrections to Simulation
As discussed in the overview, several errors in the original simulation
were discovered and corrected. Appendix A showsthe original lines of code, the
corrections made, and the reasoning behind the changes.
These corrections involved changing integer loop variables which had
been previously defined, removal of redundant ste_s, and corrections of dimen-
sions and units.
2.2 Simulation Deletions
For Version 3.0 delivered at MSFCit was decided to delete all lines of
code which had been commentedout and never used during the first year of this
project. Appendix B lists those lines which have been deleted and the subrou-
tines in which they had appeared.
2.3 Simulation Additions
During the past year there have also been numerousmiscellaneous addi-
tions to the simulation not covered under the corrections to the simulation or
under the topics of tether tension deployment, damping or the plotting addi-
tions. These additions are listed in Appendix C. The main addition involved
incorporating a second integration scheme. A 4th Order Runge-Kutta integration
routine was incorporated to help in decreasing run times or when it is desired
to have a constant step size.
An addition which was requested by MSFCwas to have several orbital
parameters included in the LGIBLE file output. This change was made in the
Subroutine Uprint and the variables are the semi-major axis, the eccentricity,
the argument of perigee, the inclination, the ascending node, the true anomaly,
the perigee, the apogee, and the longitude of perigee. These terms are all
derived from the EVECEL(6)vector calculated in Subroutine Vecele.
Capabilities were also added to Subroutine Deplex to tell the user if
the tether is fully deployed or fully retracted. If the tether length has
reached either of these limits, then the deployment schemeis switched to con-
stant length deployment and the deployment velocity and acceleration are set to
zero.
There were also numerous changes made to the format statements in
Subroutine Uprint. MSFCmade these changes internally and relayed them to
Control Dynamics to implement in the Control Dynamics' subsequent versions of
the simulation.
2.4 Revised Subroutine Descriptions










initializes flags and constants; thrust maneuversif required
initializes integration variables
sameas Ubegin for restart case
sameas Uinitl for restart case
sets mathematical and physical constants
sets zonal and harmonic terms for non-spherical earth
rearranges integration variables for integrator










control for integration loop
time control for thrust maneuvers
thrust maneuvercontrol
sets stop flag
follows maxand min tension on tether
routine to print data to output, plot and restart files
computestrue anomaly for output
prints data for restart input
Integration Loop
Uint driver









places variables in form used to calculate forces
sets intermediate values for derivative evaluation
computes time dependent quantities according to deployment laws




















intermediate values used in Bendin
I!





called by Inext or Homoge to create intermediate matrix
called by Inext or Homoge to solve intermediate matrix
external perturbations














standard routine for calculation of higher order
zonal and harmonic terms
third body (sun and moon) perturbations
intermediate routine to prevent calculating positions
more than once every time step
analytical ephemeris of sun and moon
solves Kepler equation
non-gravitational terms (drag and radiation forces)
velocity with respect to earth's atmosphere
air density from Jaccia model
air density from simple exponential model
momentumflux due to solar radiation
sets eclipse flag
transformation matrix [TI] (inertial to tether)
radiation pressure
2.5 Revised Variables List
Vari abl e Common Vari able
* A1 Atmos Ipyes
Normco Irad




* BI Atmos Isun
Normco Iteg
* B2 Atmos Ithird
Normco lyes
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that occur in two common blocks never











































occur in the same sub-





































































































































RNODE(i,j) : component j of the position _i of the node i
referred to geocentric inertial reference frame.
RNODEA(i): l-- iI
VNODE(i,j) : component j of the velocity d_rmi/dt of the node i
referred to the geocentric inertial reference
frame.
These quantities are computed in the subroutine UATOX.
Used in subroutines: UATOX, UPRINT, CENTRA, PERTUR, NGRAV.
/ACTUAL/ TLAINI
TLAINI = deformed length of the tether at initial time.
Input quantity.
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, HEAD, RBEGIN.
/ATMOS/ PHI, EM, RHO, A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, IDIURN, LAT
Constants and flags for the atmospheric model. Input quantities.
Used in subroutines UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, AIRDEN.
/BEND/ BSTIFF, IBEND
Flag and constant for the bending stiffness.
4
_a
BSTIFF=EJ,E:YOUNG's MODULUS J -
4
Input quantities.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UDER,
BENDIN.
/BOUWEI/ G1, G2
The weights for the extrapolation formulas of the discretization
at boundaries. They are set
G1 = 1.5, G2 = -0.5
in the subroutines UINITL or RINITLo
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, HELP, BENDIN, NORMAL.
/CART/ X(7), R
X(1-3) = cartesian position vector
X(4-6) = cartesian velocity vector
X(7) = time
R : magnitude of cartesian position vector X(I-3)
These quantities are set in subroutine PERTUR and used locally
for the evaluation of the gravitational perturbations.
Used in subroutines: PERTUR, UNOSPH, UTHIRD.
/CBASIC/ PI, TWOPI, PIH, DEG, RAD
Basic mathematical constants.
PI = 7, TWOPI = 2_, PIH : _/2, DEG : 180/7,
RAD = 7/180.
They are set in subroutine COOT.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, COOT, UPRINT, VECELE,
KEPEQU, THRUST.
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/CDYNAE/ STD5OR, OMT5OR, OMQ50R t
STD5OR, OMT5OR, OMQ50R = constants to compute the angle W between
Greenwich meridian and mean equinox as a
function of the Modified Julian Date in
radians.
These quantities are set in subroutine COOT.
Used in subroutines: COOT, UNOSPH.
/CKUFUE/ ZONAL(23), TESS(2,36)
ZONAL(I-23) : zonal coefficients of earth geopotential
TESS(L,1-36) : tesseral coefficients of earth geopotential
TESS(1,L*L-L)/2+M) = C(L,M)
TESS(2,(L*L-L)/2+M) = S(L,M)
These quantities are set in subroutine EARTH.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, EARTH, UNOSOPH, ERDPOT.
/COCOEF/ SI(19), S2(19), $3(19), $4(19), P(19)
Constants and coefficients for system of linear
Matrix with four non-vanishing diagonals.
Locally used in subroutines: HOMOGE, INEXT, BASMAT.
equations.
/CPOEMS/ XMU, XMUM, XMUS
XMU = gravitational constant of the earth
XMUM = gravitational constant of the moon
XMUS : gravitational constant of the sun
These quantities are set in subroutine COOT.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, COOT, VECLE, CENTRA, UTHIRD.
See also: Definition and units in the FORTRAN source listing of the
subroutine COOT.
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/DEPLAW/ ALPHA, IDEPL, FC, FRK, FR








: _(t) :_(t o) : const
: _(t) = _(t O) : const
: _(t) =_(to) = const
: _(t) : _(t) (exponential
deployment law)
: tension deployment law
t o is the initial time.
ALPHA : m for exponential deployment law.
FC : commanded max tension @ n-I
FRK : tension coefficient
FR = tension @ n-1
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, DEPLEX,







/DRIPRI/ NPRINT, IPYES, TPLAST, TPRINT, IYES, IPLOT, IPLT
Output control.
NPRINT, TPRINT: Input quantities.
IPYES : flag set >0 in subroutine UGEN if results of the
just performed integration step have to be printed
last print time
stop flag set in USTOP
counter for plot file
counter for walking plot file





mass of the subsatellite without retracted part of
the tether. Input quantity.
mass of the shuttle without retracted part of the
tether. Input quantity.
Used in subroutines: RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, DEPLEX,
TENDPL.
/FORCE/INSOPH, ITHIRD, IDRAG, IRAD
INOSPH = determines whether or not non-sphericity pertur-
bations are to be computed. Input quantity.
(:i, no; =2, yes)
THIRD = determines whether or not third body perturbations
are to be computed. Input quantity.
(=1, no; =2, yes)
IDRAG :
=1
determines whether or not drag perturbations are
to be computed. Input quantity.
No perturbations due to drag.
=2 Perturbations using simple air density
model.





determines whether or not radiation perturbations
are to be computed. Input quantity.
: No radiation perturbations.
: Perturbations according to an averaged
solar.
:3 Perturbations according to a sinusoidally
varying solar constant with earth eclipse
effects included.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UDER,
PERTUR, NGRAV.
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/GEN/ STEPIN, NDEQ, NSTEP, PARAM
STEPIN : initial guess for the integration step.
Input quantity.
NDEQ : number of differential equations. Computed in
subroutine UGEN
NSTEP : counts the number of integration steps.
PARAM : tolerated truncation error on each integrated
quantity. Input.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UGEN,
UDER, UPRINT, RWRITE, USTOP, UINT.
/GRATON/ ITEG
ITEG : flag for integration scheme, I variable stepsize
2-4th order Runge - Kutta
Used in subroutines: RBEGIN, RK78, UBEGIN
/INTERM/ TAUQUA(19), TAUMAG(19), TIIPI(18), RELVQU(19)
TAUQUA(i) : I T--i+1/2 I 2
TAUMAG(i) = I __i+1/21
TIIPI(i) = [_i+I/2 • T_i+3/2]
2
RELVQU(i) : I w--i+I/21
These quantities are computed in the subroutine HELP and will be
used for the evaluation of the _i+I/2 and _i+l_ integration vari-
ables.
Used in subroutines: UPRINT, TRACKF, HELP, BENDIN, THRUST,
HOMOGE, FULEXT, INEXT, BASMAT, DEPLEX,
TENDPL, UDER.
/JDATE/ TDEPOC, TDNOW
TDEPOC = is the Julian date at initial time (since Jan. 1,
1950).
TDNOW = is the Julian date in days after each step of pro-
pagation.
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, RBEGIN, UGEN, RWRITE, USTOP, PERTUR.
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/JPOSMS/ ZS(4), ZL(4)
ZS(I-3), ZS(4) = position and distance of the sun referenced to
the equatorial system of the earth.
ZL(I-3), ZL(4) = position and distance of the moon referenced to
the equatorial system of the earth.
Used in subroutines: UTHIRD, USOLUN, NGRAV, AIRDEN.
/NFORCE/ XNFORC(19)
XNFORC(i) = N*i+l _ , tether tension magnitude x factor
Used in subroutines: RBEGIN, UPRINT, TRACKF, RWRITE, NORMAL,
HOMOGE, FULEXT, INEXT, DPLEX, TENDPL, UDER.
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/NORMCO/ AI, A2, BI, B2, B3, CI, C2
Intermediate coefficients used to calculate normal forces. These
quantities will be computed in subroutine HELP.
Used in subroutines: HELP, BENDIN, NORMAL, INEXT, BASMAT.
/OBLATE/ EPSJ2, NZON, NTESS
2
EPSJ2 : 3/2 J2 r e,
RINITL.
computed in subroutine UINITL or
where
J2 = second zonal coefficient of earth, set in
subroutine EARTH
r e = equatorial mean radius of earth, set in
subroutine EARTH.
NZON = the desired number of zonal terms to be included
in non-sphericity model. Input quantity.
NTESS : the desired number of tesseral terms to be
included in non-sphericity model. Input quantity.





These are scalar products computed in the subroutine NORMAL and
used to calculate tether tension.
Locally used in subroutines: NORMAL, INEXT, BASMAT.




coefficients for the computation of the radiation
Input quantities.
= reflection coefficient for the tether
SUREFC = reflection coefficient for the subsatellite;
currently not used
SHREFC = reflection coefficient for the shuttle; currently
not used
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, NGRAV.
IRELCOI TAU(19,3) RELVEL(19,3)
These are the integration variables.
TAU(i,j) = component j of the vector _i+1_
RELVEL(i,j) = component j of the vector_i+l _
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, RBEGIN, UATOX, UXTOA, UDER, UPRINT,
RWRITE, HELP, KINEMA, CENTRA, BENDIN,
GINTEG, GHALFI, NGRAV, THRUST, NORMAL,
DEPLEX, TENDPL, KINMAX, FULEXT, HOMOG.
/RESTAR/ IRESTA, KSTEP
IRESTA : determines whether the case to be run is a new
case or a restart case. Input quantity.
KSTEP = number of step on the restart file from which a
restart case has to be initialized.
If KSTEP does not coincide with a printed integra-
tion step the program will use the next largest
printed step for initialization conditions of the
restart case.
Used in subroutines: HEAD, RBEGIN.
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/RETRAP/ TLNIN1, TLNIN2, TLN1, TLN2
TLNIN1 = undeformed length of that part of the tether which
is initially retracted in the subsatellite. Input
quantity.
TLNIN2 = undeformed length of that part of the tether which
is initially retracted in the shuttle. Input
quantity.
TLN1 = undeformed length of that part of the tether which
is retracted in the subsatellite at actual time t.
Computed in subroutine DEPLEX. Constant in
current version.
TLN2 = undeformed length of that part of the tether which
is retracted in the shuttle at actual time t.
Computed in subroutine DEPLEX.
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UPRINT,
DEPLEX, USTOP, TENDPL, UDER.
RWRITE
/SCOUNT/ IRSAV1, IRSAV2
IRSAV1 : number of rejected integration steps since start
of the run.
IRSAV2 : number of rejected integration steps since last
printout time.
Used in Subroutines: UPRINT, UINT.
/SHAPE/ TETRAD, SUBCRO, SHUCRO
The geometrical quantities of this COMMONblock will be used for
the evaluation of air drag and radiation pressure forces.
TETRAD : Radius of tether cross-section. Input quantity.
To be given in mm.
SUBCRO : Cross-sectional area of 2subsatellite. Input quan-
tity. To be given in m .
SHUCRO : Cross-sectional _rea of shuttle. Input quantity.
To be given in m .
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, NGRAV.
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/SHUTCO/ RSHUTT(3), VSHUTT(3), RSHU2, RSHU
Cartesian coordinates and velocities of the shuttle referred to




RSHU2 = l__n(t) i 2
RSHU = l-_n (t) I
RSHU2 and RSHU will be computed in the subroutine UATOX.
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, RBEGIN, ROTSYS, UATOX, UXTOA,
UPRINT, RWRITE, KINEMA, CENTRA, PERTUR,
NGRAV, DEPLEX, TENDPL, KINMAX.
/SLACK/ ISLACK
ISLACK is a flag used only in connection with the model for the
fully extensible tether. ISLACK is an input quantity and if
ISLACK equal 1 : Negative tether tensions accepted.
ISLACK not equal 1 : Negative tether tensions not accepted, the
corresponding normal forces are set zero by the program.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD,
FULEXT.
/STOPVA/ NSTOP, TSTOP
These are input quantities causing a termination of the execution
when the number of integration steps exceeds NSTOP or when the
integration time exceeds TSTOPo If negative values are assigned
to NSTOP or TSTOP, the corresponding stopping condition is not
active.
Used in subroutines: UBEGIN, RBEGIN, USTOP.
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/THIRDB/ ISUN, IMOON
Flags to switch on or off the gravitational perturbations due to






perturbation due to the sun off
perturbation due to the sun on
= 0 perturbation due to the moon off




/THRUSI/ TSTART(2), PDURAT(2), PINTER(2), NTHRUS, NPULS(2)
Parameters to specify thrust maneuvers.
NTHRUS : Number of thrust maneuvers.




NTHRUS May be equal
PINTER(J), J=1,2:
Used in subroutines:
Start time of thrust maneuvers J. Input.
Number of pulses of thrust maneuver
Input.
a.
Duration of one pulse of thrust maneuver J.
Input.
Time interval between subsequent pulses of
thrust maneuver J. Input.
UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN,




/TDEPPA/ TLN, DVN, DAC, XMASS2
Time dependent parameters for deployment or retraction.







XMASS2 = m2(t) :
: Undeformed tetherlength at the time t.




Mass of shuttle including retracted part of
the tether
UPRINT, RWRITE, DEPLEX, HELP, KINEMA,
BENDIN, NGRAV, THRUST, NORMAL, HOMOGE,
FULEXT, INEXT, UXTOA, USTOP, TENDPL,
KINMAX, RBEGIN, UATOX, UBEGIN, UDER.
/TESPEC/ TEDENS, BETA, GAMMA, LONELA
Material tether quantities specified by input.
TEDENS : _ : Specific mass of the tether (g/m)
LONELA : Flag to choose the model for the longitudinal
deformation and if LONELA
: 1 Inextensible tether
: 2 Homogeneous longitudinal deformation
= 3 Fully extensible tether.
BETA : B : Longitudinal stiffness
= EF E = Young's modulus (Nt/m 2)
2 m 2F = r _ area of tether cross section ( )
GAMMA = Damping coefficient
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UDER,
UPRINT, DEPLEX, HELP, KINEMA, NGRAV, NORMAL,
HOMOGE, FULEXT, TENDPL, KINMAX, UATOX, UGEN.
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/THRUS2/ TLEVEL(2), NTYPE(2), TALPHA(2), TBETA(2), DIREC(2,3)
Parameters to specify thrust maneuvers.
TLEVEL(J),
NTYPE(J),
J=1,2 : Thrustlevel in Newton. Input.
J=1,2 : Specifies type of input giving the thrust







Direction of the thrust force of maneuver J
given by the directioD vector DIREC(J,3).
Direction of the thrust force of maneuver J
given by the angles TALPHA(J) and TBETA(J).
_T for thrust maneuver J (see Figure 2.6.1).
Input.
B_ for thrust maneuver J (see Figure 2.6.1).
Input.
I=1,2,3: Components of the direction of the
thrust force of maneuver J referred to the
orbital reference frame. Calculated from
DIREC1 and DIREC2 in UINITL.
UNITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, THRUST.
/THRUS3/ NACTIV(2), NSWITC(2), NEND(2)
Flags and counters for thrust maneuver control.
NACTIV(J), J=1,2: Specifies whether the thruster of maneuver J
is active or not and if NACTIV(J)
=0 Thruster not active.




Counts the "switch on" - and "switch off" -
actions of maneuver J in order to set the end
flag NEND(J). This counter is updated in the
subroutine SWITCH.
End flag for the thrust maneuver J. The flag
is initialized to 0 in the subroutines UINITL
or RINITL and is set equal to I in the
subroutine SWITCH if the thrust maneuver J
has been completed.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UGEN,












NSAT(J) J:l,2 : Flag which specifies whether the maneuver J has
to be applied on the shuttle or on the subsatellite and
if NSAT(J).
maneuver J to be applied on the shuttle,
maneuver J to be applied on the subsatellite.





/TINDPA/ TINI, TLNINI, DVNINI, DAClNI, XINCRE, XMASSO,
XMASS1, NODES
TINI = t o : Initial time for a given explicit deployment/
retraction law. In the current version of the
program. TINI is set zero in the subroutine
UGEN. (At the same place, the initial value of




= T(to): Initial value
tetherlength.
of the undeformed deployed
Input.
= L(to): Initial value of the deployment velocity.
Input.
= £(to): Initial value of the deployment acceleration.
Input.
NODES = n : The number of spatial nodes including the end-
masses. Input.
XINCRE = h = 1/(n-1) : Increment of the spatial discretization.
XINCRE is initialized in the subroutine
UBEGIN or RBEGIN.
XMASSO : Dummy variable. Not used in the current ver-
sion of the program.
XMASSl : ml(t): Mass of the subsatellite including retracted
part of the tether. In the current version of
the program which does not treat deployment
from the subsatellite, XMASS1 is set equal to
SUMASS In the subroutine UBEGIN.
Used in subroutines: UINITL, RINITL, UBEGIN, RBEGIN, HEAD, UGEN,
UATOX, UXTOA, UDER, UPRINT, TRACKF, RWRITE,
DEPLEX, HELP, KINEMA, CENTRA, BENDIN,
GINTEG, GHALFI, PERTUR, NGRAV, THRUST,
NORMAL, HOMOGE, FULEXT, INEXT, BASMAT,
USTOP, TENDPL, KINMAX.
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/TRAQUA/ FORMAS, FORMIS, NFMAS, NFMIS
FORMAS : Maximum tethertension with respect to all nodes and
all integration steps between subsequent print times.
The quantity is tracked in the subroutine TRACKF.
NFMAS : Node where FORMAS appears.
in the subroutine TRACKF.
The quantity is tracked
FORMIS : Minimum tethertension with respect to all nodes and
all integration steps between subsequent print times.
The quantity is tracked in the subroutine TRACKF.
NFMIS : Node where FORMIS appears.
in the subroutine TRACKF.
The quantity is tracked
Used in subroutines: UPRINT, TRACKF.
/UMESH/ T, DT, Y(123), F(123)








One dimensional array of integration variables.
Auxiliary array.
UGEN, UPRINT, TRACKF, UINT, DEPLEX, TENDPL.
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2.7 Revised Input File Example
Input data for tethered satellites computation
Iresta Flag to determine input for new or restart case
F A new run is initialized
T A restart case is initialized. The state of the







Flag to switch on/off the perturbation due to the
nonsphericity of the earth
Off
On
Order of expansion of the earth potential in zonal
terms. Nzon = 0,23
Order of expansion of the earth potential in


























Flag to switch on/off the perturbation due to the
air drag
Off
On, simple exponential density model
On, sophisticated density model (fit to Jaccia-
1973)
























Atmospheric bulge lag angle (deg)
Model exponent
Atmospheric density at earth surface (kg/m**3)








Flag to switch on/off the perturbation due to the
radiation pressure
Off
On, solar constant is averaged
On, include variations in solar radiation due to
earth's orbit
Reflection coefficient for tether
Reflection coefficient for shuttle
























Specifies model for longitudinal deformation
No longitudinal deformation; tether forces
determined by constraint equations
Homogeneous longitudinal deformation; tether forces
determined by constraint equations and by Hooke's
law for the segment next to the shuttle
Extensible tether; tether forces determined by
Hooke's law
Longitudinal elasticity (constant in Hooke's law)
Beta=EA
E:Young's modulus (Nt/m**2)
A=cross sectional area of tether (m**2)
Damping coefficient
Slackness flag only for extensible tether
Negative tether tensions accepted






Pdu rat ( j )
Pinter(j)
Number of thrust maneuvers (0,1,2)
Start time for thrust maneuver (sec), j=1,2
Number of pulses for thrust maneuver j
Duration of pulse for thrust maneuver j (sec)









Thrustlevel (Nt) of maneuver j
Specifies type of input giving thrust direction
Thrust direction for maneuvers 1&2 to be given by
direction vectors Direcl(3) and Direc2(3)
respectively, with respect to the orbital
reference frame (normalized automatically)
Thrust direction to be given by angle Talpha(j)
and Tbeta(j) in degrees with respect to the tether
direction (see Figure 2.7.1)
Specifies whether maneuver j is done at the shuttle
or subsatellite
Maneuver j at the shuttle

















Projection of subsatellite to YZ-PI_ne




Nodes Number of spatial nodes including the endmasses
(4-30)
Stepin Initial guess for integration time step
Param Tolerated truncation error for integration
Nodes=6,Stepin=l.d-2,Param=l.d-8
Idepl Specifies tether deployment mode
1 Constant commanded tether length
2 Constant commanded deployment/retraction
3 Constant commanded deployment/retraction
acceleration
4 Exponential.law: dL/dt = alpha*L
5 Tension deployment




Fc Absolute value of maximum tension at node next to
shuttle (Nt)
Frk Slope coefficient for| tension (Nodes-l_ <Fc
Frini Initial tension at Nodes-i (Nt)
Fc=.O2dO,Frk=l.d4,Frini=.O2dO
Tdepoc Epoch at initialization(days) modified to Julian
date: 1950, Jan1, Ohour=O.dO
Tlnini Undeformed initially deployed tether length (km)
Tlaini Deformed initially deployed tether length (km)
Tlninl Undeformed tether length (km) initially stored in
the subsatellite
Tlnin2 Undeformed tether length (km) initially stored in
the shuttle
Dvnini Initial deploy/retract velocity from shuttle
(km/sec)










Cartesian position vector (km) of the shuttle
referenced to the earth axis of 1950
Cartesian velocity vector (km/sec) of the shuttle
referenced to the earth axis of 1950
Direction vector of the straight tether line
referenced to the orbital reference frame with
origin at shuttle. (automatically normalized)
Angular velocity vector (1/sec) of the straight









Linear massdensity of the tether (kg/km)
Massof the shuttle (kg) without tether





Flag to set integration routine















Stopping condition by step control
No stopping due to step control
Stops after Nstop steps
Stopping condition by time control
No stopping due to time control
Stops after Tstop seconds
Printing condition by step control
No printing due to step control
Printing after Nprint steps
Printing condition by time control
No printing due to time control






To implement tension controlled deployment as a new option in the tethered
satellites simulation, it is first necessary to develop the theory and determine
the program modifications necessary. It is most desirable that none of the cur-
rent options of the program be disturbed and that simulation run speed should
not be adversely affected. The original version of the simulation program used
the assumption that the undeformed length of tether deployed at any time is
known and is constrained to follow a user-defined function of time. As a con-
sequence of this, the tether deployment acceleration couples extensively into
the calculation of the time derivatives of the other dynamic variables. Since,
the deployment acceleration is constrained, the tension at the deployer is
determined and beyond the control of the user. To gain user control of the
deployer tension, it is necessary that deployed, undeformed tether length be a
dynamic variable. Thus, we must determine another dynamic equation for tether
length. Before we do this let us review the dynamical equations of the simula-
tion.
Figure 3.1.1 shows the basic coordinate systems used in the simulation.
The equations of motion are solved in the inertial reference frame. The X axis
of this reference frame is directed toward the first point of Aries (approxi-
mately the position of the sun as seen from the earth at the time of the Vernal
Equinox). The Z axis is aligned with the earth spin axis and, thus, points to
the celestial north pole. The Y axis is defined to complete a right handed
coordinate system. Two other reference frames are used for output by the simu-
lation. Subsatellite positions are defined relative to the shuttle in a local
vertical reference frame defined as shown. This frame is oriented with the Z
axis aligned with the local vertical position away from the earth. The Y axis
points along the orbital angular velocity vector (normal to the orbit plane).
The X axis completes the right handed set and points generally along the velo-
city vector. The output components for the tether nodal vectors are given with
respect to a special local vertical reference defined for consistency with











/_X Z (Local Vertical)






These coordinate systems are the only ones of any consequence used by the simu-
lation.
Figure 3.1.2 depicts the geometry of the shuttle-tether-subsatellite sys-
tem. The shuttle and subsatellite are treated as point masses. The tether is
treated as an elastic continuum of nonzero mass. The individual mass elements
of the tether are specified by a length(_) measured from the subsatellite. This
parameter measures nominal distances along the tether and the value at any mass
point corresponds to the unstretched arc length measured from the end. The
deformed arc length along the tether will differ from (_) by the amount of
stretch. Other parameters of interest are L, the total deployed (undeformed)













L - Deployed tether length
L T - Total tether length




Figure 3.1.3 shows a typical element of tether at some position (I) along
the tether. The position vector defining the position of (z) is r(_). The
forces acting on this element are due to three sources. The first two are
material forces due to tether elasticity: tension and shear. The third force
is due to the external environmental forces acting on the element. These
include earth gravity modelled by spherical and nonspherical earth terms, sun
and moon gravity, aerodynamic drag and solar radiation pressure. The form of
the tension and shear forces is shown in the figure. The other external forces
are based on well-known models and are not discussed. They are explained in the
original documentation of this simulation.J1]
N(_+dO
Q(_+dO
/ f(_) - Body force per unit length




[I ]# .Tension: N_(+)=# E'(1)[-1 F_' ;F'-- aZ' _'I=-r_'_'
Sheo_: Q(_)= __ L "-_ r _'Yl' l-1f'_/l:='
Externdl Forces f(0)
1. Spericol Eo_h Grovity
2. Non sphericol Eod.h perturbotions
3. Sun & Moon Orovity
4-. Aerodynomic Drog
5. Solor Rodiotion .pressure
Figure 3.1.3.
I. "Dynamics of a System of Two Satellites Connected by a Deployable and
Extensible Tether of Finite Mass"; P. Kohler, W. Maag, and R. Wehrli, 1978.
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Approximate solutions can be obtained by using appropriate numerical proce-
dures. The partial differential equations appearing in Figure 3.1.4 are written
in terms of two independent variables, time and undeformed length. The numeri-
cal integration process determines solutions at discrete future times. The spa-
tial variation must also be discretized to obtain the solution numerically. One
approach to discretization would be to track the motion of mass points located
along the tether at values that are multiples of some fixed distance. The dif-
ficulty with this approach is that the number of such points (nodes) required
varies with the length of tether deployed. This is inconvenient since the
number of equations being integrated would change with the amount of tether
deployed. To overcome this, we define a normalized length (_i) = _/L and trans-
form the equations of motion to this variable. The new equations of motion are
obtained by substitution of the results of the change of variables shown in
Figure 3.1.5. If we now select nodal points to be located at the two ends and
at points separated by I/(N-I) for N nodes, we can write the equations of motion
of the tether in terms of a constant number of nodes. This makes the job of
numerical solution considerably simpler. On the other hand, many more terms are
introduced into. the equations of motion to account for the variation of the
length L. This accounts for the fact that a variable amount of mass is asso-
ciated with a tether node depending on the length L. Defining new variables T
and V allows us to express the equations of motion in first order form. The
partial differential equations are converted to difference equations according
to the procedures shown in Figure 3.1.6. This process results in the equations
summarized in Figure 3.1.7 with auxilliary variables as defined on the bottom of
Figure 3.1.7 and Figure 3.1,8.
The set of equations summarized in Figures 3.1.7 and 3.1.8 represents the
original form of the simulation as acquired by Control Dynamics under license
from ACM/SAI. No material damping was included in this model. Test results
suggest that energy dissipation in tether materials is significant. Thus, to
model the material damping that is shown to be present, we added viscous damping
to the tether tension model, This model is shown in Figure 3.1.9.
A more difficult modification to the simulation was the addition of the
capability to simulate tension controlled deployment. The simulation as origi-
nally formulated treated the deployed length L as a known function of time
specified by the user. From this known function and the dynamic equations for
the system, the tension within each segment of the tether is determined. To
make the tension controllable it is necessary to make the tether length a
dynamic variable. This can be accomplished in several ways, The way chosen
minimizes the required changes to the simulation and maintains all existing
capabilities. The chosen technique is shown in Figure 3.1.10.
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oThe dynamic equations for the typical tether element are derived in Figure
3.1.4 based on the vector diagram shown in Figure 3.1.3. The motion of the end-
masses is defined by the boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are
essentially just the dynamic equations for point masses. Body 2 (the shuttle)
includes an extra term which looks like a thrusting term due to the flow effect
of the deploying tether and results from the same sort of considerations used to
derive the dynamical equations of a rocket and is referred to as the rocket term
for this reason. If bending stiffness of the tether is nonzero, additional
boundary conditions must be satisfied. These are shown at the bottom of Figure
3.1.4.
Dynamics Equations of Motior_
Boundary Conditions
--%
/_d_ _(I) : _J(_+d_) - _N(_) + O_(J+d0 - Q__(1)+ f d_
= d_[N(_)+ Q(_)] + fd_





(r,, r-- _lr,i) I = o /- - i__,1_T _= 0
(r.,__L_ , II_1_1:1) _: h = 0
End body dynam!cs
Bending moment must





Define normalized length _- _
L
Change to tether parameter frame.
__O,t) = __(_,t)
- _ _








Let I" = _'
Figure 3.1.6V-r
To d lscretize the spatial equations assume n uniformly
distributed nodes including boundary nodes.
i+ 1,/2 i- 1/2
1 • 1 ]
i+1 i i-I
i-I L
_i - L :zC> A_ =
n--1 n--1
i--1 ::C> Ag-- 1
f_i--n--1 n--1
Z i-I-I-- -Fi
,__= 1/2 (_q';+1/2 + _i-I/2)
Wi+l/2 -- V-i+1 - -Vi 36
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The details of the development of modifications to the equations of motion
of tethered satellites simulation have been discussed in the previous para-
graphs. These modifications have been implemented and verified.
3.2 Implementation into Simulation
The following additions and changes were made to the program for the
constant tension deployment law.
The vectors Y, Z, and F were expanded to allow for the integration of tether
deployment acceleration and velocity and the friction force derivative. This
change affects common UMESH and was changed in every subroutine in which these
terms appear. This increased the dimensions of these variables to 123.
COMMON/DEPLAW/ALPHA,IDEPL,FC,FRK,FR (added FC,FRK,FR)
This common appears in the Main, Subroutine Deplex, Subroutine Rbegin,
Subroutine Rinitl, Subroutine Rwrite, Subroutine Tendpl, Subroutine
Uatox, Subroutine Ubegin, Subroutine Uder, Subroutine Ugen, Subroutine
























CONTRIBUTION TO THE DERIVATIVES OF RELVEL(1,1)
DO 20 I=1,3




















































































WRITE(19,*) NSTEP, TDNOW, TLN, DVN, DAC, TLNI, TLN2,
$ RSHUTT(1), RSHUTT(2), RSHUTT(3), VSHUTT(1), VSHUTT(2),
$ VSHUTT(3), FR
Subroutine TendpI(T,XLODD,XLIDD)
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES TIME DEPENDENT PARTS FOR A
C TENSION DEPLOYMENT LAW. THE PARAMETERS TO BE COMPUTED ARE
C DVN: CONSTRAINED DEPLOYMENT RATE BASED ON TENSION
C XLODD: TETHER ACCELERATION EXCLUDING TERMS IN Z


















NMIN1 = NODES - 1
NMIN2 = NMIN1 - 1
NMIN3 = NMIN2 - I
XNMIN1 = DBLE(NMIN1)
COMPUTE AUXILLIARY VARIABLES
XI = I.DO - .5DO*XlNCRE




RPP(1) : (I.5DO*TAU(NMINI,I) - 2.0DO*TAU(NMIN2,1) +
.50DO*TAU(NMIN3,1))/XINCRE
RPPD(1) = (I.5DO*RELVEL(NMIN2,1) - 2.0DO*RELVEL(NMIN2,1) +
.5DO*RELVEL(NMIN3(1))/XINCRE/XINCRE





XN3 : TLN*(RP(1)*RPD(1) + RP(2)*RPD(2) + RP(3)*RPD(3))
XN4 : FR*XN2
COMPUTE LDOT DENOMINATOR TERMS
XDZ : XI*(RP(1)*RPP(1) + RP(2)*RPP(2) + RP(3)*RPP(3))
XD2 = RPMSQ
XNUM : (BETA*(XNI-XN2) + GAMMA*XN3 - XN4)
XDENOM = GAMMA*(XD1 + XD2)
COMPUTE LDOT (DVN) FROM FR
DVN : XNUM/XDENOM





DERIVATIVES OF NUMERATORAND DENOMINATOR TERMS
XNID = XNI*DVN/TLN + 2.DO*XN3





XN3D : XN3D + TLN*RPD(1)*RPD(1)
XDID : XDID + XI*RPP(1)*RPD(1) + XI*RP(1)*RPPD(1)
XLIDD(1) = TLN*RP(1)/(XD1 + XD2)
CONTINUE
XN4D = FR*XN2D + FRDOT*XN2
XNUMD : BETA*(XNID-XN2D) + GAMMA*XN3D - XN4D







































NMIN2 = NODES - 2
NMIN3 : NODES - 3
CALL HELP
IF(IDEPL .EQ. 5 .AND. LONELA
CALL TENDPL(T,XLODD,XLIDD)
ENDIF




















































































IF(IDEPL .EQ. 5) THEN
NDEQ= 6*NODES+ 2








IF(IDEPL .EQ. 5) FR: FRINI
Subroutine Uxtoa







4.0 Damping at Deployment Point
4.1 Theory
While working on the tension deployment scheme, it became apparent that
some type of damping would be necessary to reduce the effects of the high fre-
quency modes travelling through the tether. The high frequencies led to extre-
mely small time steps and long computer run times. The damping keeps the basic
tether motions while reducing high frequency effects.
The damping terms were incorporated in Subroutine Fulext for nodes 1
through n-l. Subroutine Homoge for node n-I (current coding then applies damp-
ing to the remaining nodes). As no stretch is obtained in the inextensible
tether, it was not necessary to add damping.
To obtain the damping equation, it was first necessary to generate a
Rayleigh Dissipation Function, F. This term is similar in form to the potential
energy equation with B replaced with Y and derivatives of r' used. This yields
the equation
_r )_-
I iF- 'zT F-
-
Take the partial with respect to L' to obtain the damping terms to incorporate
in the force equations.
e •L
_F Y _ " Izl2_]--. - [-- r e ,'_ -I- T.T - --
L_' L L-- L Izl_
In these equations:
L ÷ deployed tether length
÷ tether deployment velocity
÷ damping coefficient
÷ floating tether point
÷ position of floating tether point.
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4.2 Implementation into Simulation
The following additions and changes were made to the program for the
tether damping.
COMMON/TESPEC/TEDENS,BETA,GAMMA,LONELA(GAMMAadded in)
This change occured in the MAIN, Subroutine Deplex, Subroutine
Fulext, Subroutine Head, Subroutine Help, Subroutine Homoge,Subroutine
Kinema, Subroutine Kinmax, Subroutine Ngrav, Subroutine Normal, Subroutine
Rbegin, Subroutine Rinitl, Subroutine Tendpl, Subroutine Uatox, Subroutine
Ubegin, Subroutine Uder, Subroutine Ugen, Subroutine Uinitl, and Subroutine
Uprint.
Subroutine Tendpl has previously been entered in the tension







XD: RELVEL(K,I)*TAU(K,I) + RELVEL(K,2)*TAU(K,2)+ RELVEL(K,3)*
$ TAU(K,3)
IF(K .LT. NMINI) THEN








TAUSQP = .25DO*(3.DO*TAUQUA(NMINI) - 4.DO*
$ TAUQUAINMIN2) + TAUQUA(NMIN3))/XINCRE
ENDIF
XD : XD/XINCRE - DVN/TLN*(TAUQUA(K) + DBLE(FLOAT(K)) - .5DO)*
$ TAUSOP/DBLE(FLOAT(NMINI)))
XD = GAMMA*XD/TLN/TAUQUA(K)
X = X + XD






ADD DAMPING TO SECTION NEXT TO BODY 2CC
C
$
XD = RELVEL(NMINI,I)*TAU(NMINI,I) + RELVEL(NMINI,2)*
TAU(NMIN1,2) + RELVEL(NMINI,3)*TAU(NMIN1,3)
TAUSQP : .25DO*(3.DO*TAUQUA(NMINI) - 4.DO*TAUQUA(NMIN2). +
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TAUQUA(NMIN3))IXINCRE























With the simulation running on the VAX at MSFC, it became necessary to
implement some type of graphics compatible with the Tektronics terminals. A
basic scheme was first implemented so that the most fundamental types of graphs
could be viewed. Throughout the project this initial code was revised and
updated to its present form.(See Appendix-D) The graphics now include such
features as a simple menu which returns to the screen after each plot, the
ability to set limits on each axis for a plot, the ability to enter labels for
the plots, and the ability to plot 'walking-plots'. The 'walking plots' are an
attempt to emulate the plots yielded by the Smithsonian simulation. They depict
the inplane/out-of-plane motion of the tether as it deploys. The 'walking-
plots' include additional features which allow the user to look at every nth
point or scale the data as desired. This last option helps the user to better
see the deflections in the tether as it deploys.
5.1 Examples
The following plots and graphs are examples of the graphics capabilities
currently in use at MSFC on their VAX in coordination with the tether simula-
tion. When running the plotting program, the first thing the user sees is a
very basic menu (Figure 5.2.1) which lists the variables available and asks what
type of plot the user desires. The user can specify either a normal x vs y type
plot with up to four y variables, the 'walking-plots', a plot of tension at all
the tether nodes (disregarding the shuttle as a node), or no plot at all.
If the user requests the x vs. y type plot, the next question asks how
many plots per graph, up to four, are desired. If a number not one through four
is input, the program returns to the basic menu. The user inputs the plot per
graph number. The program then asks for the x-axis number associated with the x
variable desired, and then the corresponding y-axis numbers. Eight character
labels for the x and y variables are requested next (Figure 5.2.2), and finally
the program gives the current plot limits and asks if any change is desired. If
so, then the user inputs the new plot limits. For one plot per graph, new
limits are not requested. The plot then appears on the screen, is sent to the
thermal printer, disappears, and the menu is returned. Any of the variables
listed in the basic menu may be plotted in this manner. (Figure 5.2.3, tether
length in km vs. time in sec.; Figure 5.2.4 in-plane and out-of-plane angles in
degrees vs. time in sec.; Figure 5.2.5 tether deployment velocity in km/sec vs,
time in sec.; Figure 5.2.6 tether deployment acceleration in km/sec**2 vs. time
in sec.; Figure 5.2.7 the distance between the shuttle and the subsattelite in
km vs. time in sec.; and Figure 5.2.8 the friction force applied at the
deployment point in km vs. time in sec.)
For the 'walking-plots' the user needs to know the number of nodes used
in the simulation run as this is the first information requested when this type
of plot is chosen. The next question asks if the user wants to view a plot of
every time point, if not then a number n is requested to look at every nth data
set. The first time through the 'walking-plot' section, the code calculates the
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deflections occur. The user can then enter scale factors based on these deflec-
tions. The user then specifies an in-plane or an out-of-plane graph. As
before, the data is plotted to the screen, sent to the printer, disappears, and
the main menu returns. Figure 5.2.9 gives the questions asked when a walking
plot is desired. Figure 5.2.10 is the plot associated with the above input,
this is the basic plot with the scale factors at magnitude one and every time
point plotted, Figure 5.2.11 shows this plot with every third time point
plotted. Figure 5.2.12 has all the time points plotted, hut the scale factor is
.075 versus the previous value of 1.00.
When a tension plot is requested, the program first asks for the base
number of variables; i.e. the number of variables above the tension variables in
the menu. In the example base menu this number would be 15. The code then
plots the remaining tension variables on one graph. When finished, this process
also returns to the main menu. Figure 5.2.13 shows the tension for nodes 1
through the node next to the shuttle. These plots were obtained using the
sample input file previously given. The markedly different behavior exhibited
at the end of the run is accounted for in that the tether became fully deployed
at approximately 9100 seconds. At this point the tether switched into the
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This report has presented the changes"and modifications implemented to the
tether simulation to form Version 3.0 as currently in existence at MSFC.
As more changes are made to the simulation at MSFC, they will be documented
and submitted as attachments to this report. Other updates to be included at a
later time include the SEDS analysis cases, the AMIGA graphics task, the








TAUI(J) = (TAU(J) + TAUIMI(J))/2.







TAUI(JJ) = (TAU(JJ) + TAUIMI(JJ))/2.










VN(L) : V(L) - VTAU*TAU(L)/TAUTAU
Corrected code
VN(L) = V(L) - VTAU*(TAU(L)/TAUTAU)
Original code
DO250 L:I,3





LL = (I-1)'3 + L
The variable J is being
used already in the
subroutine.
The variable J is being
used already in the
subroutine.










Subroutines Uinitl and Rinitl
Original code
not originally there
IF(IDR) F(LL) : F(LL) + DBLE(-.5*RHO*CN*AN*VNA*VN(L)/(B*IO00.))




LL = (I-1)'3 + L
IF(IDR) F(LL) : F(LL) + DBLE(-.5*RHO*CN*AN*VNMAG*VN(L)/(B*IO00.))
IF(IRA .AND..NOT. IECL) F(LL) : F(LL) + DBLE(R(L)/(B*IO00.))
Corrected code
BETA : BETA/IOOO.DO












































CLIGHT : SPEED OF LIGHT. REF: SAO SPEC.
CLIGHT: 299792.5D0
STD50, OMT50, OMQ50GIVE THE ANGLE BETWEEN


































































































































































ICP(2) = ICP(2) - ICP(Z)























T = T + DT2
DO200 I=I,N




BUM(1)= X(1) + DT2*F2(1)
210 CONTINUE
CALLUDER(T,DUM,F3)
T = T + DT2
DO220 I=I,N












TL = TLNINI + TLNINI + TLNIN2
999 IF(TLN .GE. TL) THEN
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DInE_JIOt4 X (42.204_) • FLX(EOeO) ,FLVI (21Joe) ,FLY'_ ( L_ee),
I FLY3( EiN)O)). FLY4(_4)e J. XP ( 3, ?ego; ,FLXP ( ?OOO ),
$ FLYP( 7e4_), FLXT/L_Jq s,
• _T ( 30, ;_Oe4 ), Y r4ON)GO) • XP2 ( 3, ?eOO)
|/TYEG(R IY(42 ) • PLTFLG, FL ( 4_, B), FJ._Bx (_O').
FLABY(EO) oFLP ( 3, J J ,FLABXP( 8 ) oFL_GYP (8),
FLRBXT ( as, FL/tBYT(O) ,FLA|X| (_). FL/OBV 1 (8)
IN PLOTT|PtG U_Iqlw6BLES FROM THE TETI.¢F_N SIISULATIOH
OPt[H(U_IIT-I,FZLE -'tptotl.dat" ,FORM-'uHIrORrMTTED',STATUS-'OLD ° )
OP[ri(UNIT-E.FILE - • tpLetE.det' oSTATUS-' OLD' )
OP[II(UHIT-3,¥ILE ;'pptotl.dst" ,FOIqPS-'UtOFORrSATTED' ,STRTUS-'OLD" )
OPErI(UItIT-4,FILE "pp|otE.d,,t' .STRTUS-" OLD" )
IP-O
IU-e
Iq[_D_E, S) ICOL. IROU
DO 10 I-I.ICOL
R(AD(Eo 15} (FL(I. J),J-l,8)
CO(1TItIUE
DO EO I,I,IROg
READ(I) (X(J, |),Jot, |COLJ
CONTIHUE









UIqITE(S, 2S) I, (FL(I,J),J'I.|)
C(:_IT It_JE
URITE(G,It't_oqT TYPI[ OF PLOT_'
URITE(G,I*) ' I-RRQULM, L_I_LKIHG, 3.-'Y[ItSIOII,, 4--I_"
I_[RD ( S, I )PLTF LO
|F(PLTFLG .EO. =) GO TO 2@1


























































REPd)($, 1S 9 (FI.J_XI ( I ) o1-1 o8)
4MITE(6,m)'EIqTI[R V--1_41_L (8)"
I;I[AD ( S, IS) (Ft_lYl ( Z ) • X.loB)
CALL Zfll TTc sine)
CAI.L TF.RIS(3, leE4 )




WF.AD(S, 3S J(FL_IX( Z ), |-l,LSe)
URITE(6,_)'[HT[N ?-LAIEL r2O)'

























Ui_ITI[(E,1)'EIqT[R lqUI1Ot_q OF TI[TNI[R NOD[S"
R[AD( •, $ ! HOI_S



































































IMITR(I,II)'DO YOU _ [UENY TIPlE POIIIM"P I--YI[SRI-NO"
RF.J_ ($, 8)NTPT
IF(HI_I" .HI. I ) TI4[H
MRIll[(S,_)'F.JNTIR H, F(J [_ NTH POIHT"
RfAf)(i oI )lq














H3 • 1t3 • H
N4 • 1'44 + 1
CONTIMUE
IRW * 1t4
















tJIT((G,8)'D0 YOU tWiT TO I_A_L_ D_TA ITKUr?I-YI[I,I-N0"





XlqX • )¢PI(I.,NIII-I) - )aoE(IoNlSl)




















































IF(XlqX .GY. MSfX_)J XX - XJ_X
IF(XI_ .LT. O.O)
IIrIXAI .GT. R|S(XX)) X_ - SIGNIXR|,XRX)
[NDIF
IFIYIlX .GT. _llS(_)) YX • WIX
IF(Yflx .LT. O.O) YH_
IF(YAI .GT. _(YX)) YX • S;GN(YR|,YPlX)
LrNDIF
IF(ZRX .OT. A|SI]D()) ZX o Z_(
ZFI;L_I_ .L?. e.O) Ti4[N





IFCYx .(0. o.e) Go To 4Or
VSCAL - A|SIZXE/VX)
GO TO 4_.
VS_,AL - 1 .O
C011T IHU_
XSCAL - RIIS(ZXR/X)()
FlftD 15RXIftUf'I D('IrU[CTION IN TH[ x NID myAXES






XJIX - XPII,J_NINT) - XPI_ol+HIItT)
WIX • XP(E,J+NINT) - XP(Eot4441NT)
X_IS • _|9(XRx)
YRIS • ISdOI(WSX)






























































/IIHT • NIHT ÷ N1
.lee C0WTIHUE
URITE(E.s)'I_tX lff PLN1[ D(FLECTI0_( - ".XSIGH
URIT[(6.$)'RT THE'.IXX.'TI_E STEPt NODI[ .8".JXURITI[(6.Sp'MIAX OUT OF PLANE D(FLI[CTIO_ - .YS|GH





UR|TE(6. _ )" [WrER XSCRL NtD VSC_L'
R/EAD(5, $ ) Xf_AL, YSr, AL




¢ XP2(|.JJ) - XSCRL_(xP2(I.JJ} - XP2(I,HLz|)) ÷
¢ | XPE(I.rtLE! )
C )(P2(E.JJ) - VSCRLi(XPE(2.JJ} - XP2(2.tils[)9 +
C | XPE(E.N|II )
XP2(|.JJJ - XPE(I.JJ) - XP2(|.HI_|) # XSCRL_XP2(I.III2|)
XP2(EoJJ) • XP2(Z.JJp - XPa(Z.H|SI) • YSCRLSXPa(E.H$$1]
44O CONTItKR[
C URXTI[(I;,Z }' XP2( 1_31,XP(I,39 8 ' *XP2( |,]),XP(1,3)
N42 • 114;).111
XPE ( t • f432 ) • XSC_LSXPE ( !. N3E )
XPE( 1. N3E+rIODE$ ) • XSCRLZXPE(L.tI3_.+NOD[S)
XP2(E.It3E) • 7SCALSXPE(E.H3E)
XPE(E.H32,110DES) • YSCALaXPEf2.tt32+NOD£S)
N32 - N3E • N!
430 CO_T ZNU[
C [NDIF
_ITE (G. $ ) • U_RI_ILE$ _ •
I.IRZTE($,I_) 'Itt-PL/tt_. OUT-OF-PLAt_o IqAOlAL'
URIT[ (S, I:) • O1_[ PLOT/G_N'_"
UllZTE(li,z) 'ZI_UT X _ Y U_IRIRIL[ FlUffIER"
IIEAD(5, $ } IXP. IYP
DO _30 I- l, ICOL2























































































UR|T[(6.1) "[lITER II_$E IIIJI'IKR OF UMIAIIJES'
READ( S, It) tiCkS4[








DO 380 I- IBASE4,L,ICOI.











































































_IN( TO PLOT N CtJ_S ON ONE Gfb_
gUDNOUTIH( C_5J_8( IHo IF0oXDATAo YD_TAI wYDATF_., IFNX, LA|)'.,
LE)HN, LMY)











FIND PllNIIIUfl _ NAXlI_UR VRLUES
CALL flltlSX ( YI)_TR 1, |N| H. Jtl_lX )
CALL fSN_( YI_TR2, Jill N, MMX )
CALL Mr_X ( IDa?R, NII N, NqAX)
URITE ( 6o t J • XNIN-". _qJN. ' XMRX- • ,_X
WRITE(Eo_)'iJNtT HI[U X--_XIS LIMITS?I-YIE$,a-NO'
READ(S.I)ILIX
IFcILIx .HE. tJ GO T0 1S
iJRITE (6.1) ' [NTIrR XMIN, Xfl_X"
READ( 5, S ) AM IN° _RAX
CALL DL Iflx (All I fl._IAX)
I.JRjTIr (So Z) • _5|H" ,BM_N, • _RX- ', BN_X
MRIT(tG,z)'D0 YOU U_tff Nl[IJ Y LlflITS? 1-Y![$o 2-NO"
READ(S, I ) ILII5
IF(ILIfi .liE. 1) GO TO 10
tJRITE(Eo1)'ENTtrR WIIN NtO YNAX °
READ( S, I ) IrslH, El'lAX
CALL DL I1_( I_qI N. IflAX )
CALL CH_t$IZ(3)
CALL CHECK ( xD_TR, Y_T_('])
CALL DSPIJW ( Xl_T_q, Y_AT_I )
IX - (7SO - LENXs¿3)/8 + 160
































































RIEAO(S, S ) JLIX
IF(ILIX .N[. I) GO TO IS
UleITE(G, 8 ) • £tfTi[R :41Zf/, XR_"
READ( 5,8 ) N11t4 oN_X
CALL DL IISX( N5 IN. NSdkX)
U_qlTE(E,8) "YfllH-' ,MMIH,'VI_.-" ,|M_*X
URITI[fS,V)'D_J YOU I_T HEW LIMITS 0e/ THE _F-t_IS? I-VES,;.L-NO '
RtEAD(S, Z) ILlfq
IF(ILIA .N[. 11 GO TO Ie
Ll_lTl[(SelrJ'lrN'Tl[R *_--MIN fi_ID Y-MAX"
PEAD(So I ) IMI ft, I/SAX
CALL DL |lTr (!_51 No II_ +
CALL ¢HPSIZ( 3 )
CALL CHECK ¢XD44TA, VD_qTA3)
CALL DSPL_V ( XDATA, YDATA3 p
IX • (';SO- LrflX_tl3s,,2 + 1S4







CALL $T1EPS( le )
CALL CPLOT ( XDAT_, VDRTR| )




CALL 15¢V_|5 (aee. ?E5 )
CALL HLABEL ( LErr_, LAr_)
CALL 15¢UABS(aS, ZY)
CALL UL._BEL ( LENYo LADY)
CALL CHRSIZ(4 )
GO TO (I,E) IH



































































¢i4LL CPI.OT ( XD_TA, Y1D_YA| )
C_LL CHRSIZ( RJ
C_LL lSOIm |$ ( ;._4, "r_S )
Cd4LL H1LAI_L( LENY, I,_lY)
C_LL rto4J_lS (2E oIy)










CALL F|N|TT( 0, ?ie)
_[TUml
[1tD
SUII_t_XH[ TO PLOT 3 CUI_[S 01t OH[ ORALS4
SuILROUT IH[ CP_)3 ( I H, IF0, XDATA, YDATA 1, YI_TJ_?., VD_TA3, LEHX,
L_BX, LEh_, LklV ,'
D ! _ENS 1011 XD_T_ ( aeee ), VDAT_ | ( 21101 ), Y D_TA2 ( 2oee ), VDATR3 ( alee ),









C/_LL _lrRpI( E )
FIleD 15_lqll_Ufl N4D fV_IPIU_ _4tJJ[S
¢_LL rIHflX ¢Ylh4YA I, |111 No |11_X)
¢_LL 151fSXI Yl)_T_o IJ1I_, |IMJ( )
CRLL MI_tX ( y D_TI43, IIIqI Nj IQI_X )
C_iLL I_tflX(XD_TR+_tISZH,NWX )

























































lXJMROUT ZHI CII"J4 t | Ho | FO. XDdtT_4,YDI4TA !. Yl_lbT_4=, VDATA3, VIMT_4,
I.[ll(, LAI](, L[ fff. L_l_ )
DIIS[N$ loft XDqi4TA(a%_14NI), YDATPll (_) ,VMTAE(INMN) J ,Y1D_TA3 (_),









FIHD RIHIISUR _ RAXIflUR UALU[$
CALL NtEX( YDATAI • IR ZH• |tltX )
CALL I'_RX ( ",'D_TM, IR I K, IIPI_ )
CaLL IIItRX ( 'tDATA3 • I1'! I H, IIIAX )
CALL NttRX ( VOkTA4 • IM IN, IN_X )
CALL RHRX ( X DmTA, f_l I N, N_AX)
URIT[(6, I)' XPIIN-", AIIIH,' X_AX* ",_IkCLX
URITE(E,t)'uMtT It[11 X-AXIS LIfllT$?|-VESoE-HO"
I_EADt 5, _.)ILlx
IF¢ILI_ .HI. 1) GO TO IS
uRIT[ (80 7)' ENTER XMIN,_"
RIPAD(5 • 8 )I_|N, N'IAX
CONTXHUI[
URXTE(6,1) "BfIIH-' ,l_'lZH,'lflAX-' ,IIB4_X
URITI[(E,I)'DO YOU U_HT N[U LIRITS OH THE Y-AXIS? 1-_1[$,E-_0"
REAP(Sol) XLXfl
IF(ILIR .R. t) GO TO II




CaLL CHECK ( XDATA° VDATA4 )
CaLL OSPLAY ( X IhqTA • YDAT#4 )
|X • (?50 - LENXI13)/8 * IE41
XV • tSTS - LEHYIEI)/E • I_S + LLtPPI_I
CaLL CI.MS IZ(2 )
CALL I_Ot_lr$(IX,IS)
CALL T S4PJ_










i | t||iz : ": ::;:"'::t! : ix ;:: :xix:

















































Filed RINIJqUR NID RAXIRUH WdLUES




CALL FWtRX( TI[JSPo IM ! H • J I_X )
COtfY i_.J[
C_LL MIIIIX ( XD_TA, AR I N, IM_X )
IJPI TE (E, J ) ' XRI f4-", F4flIN, "XII(_-", AI_41
UR'ITI[IG,I)'UVMfl' rlEU X-IU(lS LIFIITS?L-YES,E-fIO"
Ill[AO( So S) ILIX
]F(IL|X .tilE. 1) GO T0 II
IJIIITE(Go It) "I:IITER XfllN, XIqAX'
RF.AD ( S, _ ) NI]It, AIII_X
CALL OLlel_ (Mill, _l_)
I,MITEfG, $ ) • '/FIIN-,, IRIH, ' Ylq_X- •, lfl1_x
URITE(G,$)'bO YOU uNIT N[U LIfl|TS 011 THI[ Y.-i_,¢IS? I-_ES,E-tlO"
READCS, I) ILIM
IF(ILIM .liE, !) GO TO 10
UIRITI:'(G,,$)'Er4T(R Y-HIN AHI) Y_"
R[AD(5, J) IMIH, BII_X






CALL •SPLAY( XD_TA, TEIIP)
IX * (75e - LEHXml3)/a • lee












CALL SYIIIL( 11il+l )
CALL STEP• ( $÷III| )
C0etTIItU[
CALL CtIII$|ZI m)


























































CALL HI.AI_L ( LI[ItY, LRBV )
CALL HOLN_II$(arS, IV)
CALL VLABEL ( LE_N, LABY )
CALL CHRSIZ(4)
GO TO (1,_J IH










$UJIROUT IItE CI_)P ( |He HInTS5, X/IR1RAY ° YARtQ_, U[HX. t,AJX, IIr IqV w LAJy e
fl0Z_S, lf_ )
SUJ_ROUTIfiE TO PLOT t,_LKIHG CU_4[S Off A GR/_H
DI rs[H510rl XAR_AY ( ?OeO ) • YARR_'t ( ?eee ), LAIX ( 8 1, Lilly ( IJ)










CALL I_lqX ( X_RY, _l N, N_X )
C_LL flPIIIX ( YP_q_ftY e|H I H, J_P.X )
UHITE ( G, • )' XflIIt-' °AfqXfl,, 'XItAX." ,_
UIq|I_[(E,Z)'UNIT MEU X-AX;$ L;fllTS? I-YES,_-HO"
RE_D ( S, 8 ) |LIX
ZF(IL;X .11[. 1) O0 TO tO
URITr(EoX )'[HTER XflIH, XflAX"
READ (5, 8 )NSIN. NIAX
C_LL OLI_((NS[H, Nq_X )
|MITE (8, _ )' YfllN-", Idq|H, 'WI_X-", JflPtX
URIT[(4, J)'U_NT NEU Y"_(IS LIflITST 1-YES,L_-NO"
R(AD(So B) ILIY
;F(IL|Y .HE. 1) GO TO i_e
Ulql T[ (6. J ) ' F.ItTEN YflINo WSAX"
Itl[_ ($° It ) I)fllH, IJflJ_X
O
"51
'1_
0
0
0
r-
_C
0
XI
m
"1_., v, _
P
_';,-_ ;,,,1; :a,'_
OF POOR QUALr_'Y
bJW
